A publicly available dataset for federated search reflecting a real web environment has long been absent, making it difficult for researchers to test the validity of their federated search algorithms for the web setting. We present several experiments and analyses on resource selection on the web using a recently released test collection containing the results from more than a hundred real search engines, ranging from large general web search engines such as Google, Bing and Yahoo to small domainspecific engines. First, we experiment with estimating the size of uncooperative search engines on the web using query based sampling and propose a new method using the ClueWeb09 dataset. We find the size estimates to be highly effective in resource selection. Second, we show that an optimized federated search system based on smaller web search engines can be an alternative to a system using large web search engines. Third, we provide an empirical comparison of several popular resource selection methods and find that these methods are not readily suitable for resource selection on the web. Challenges include the sparse resource descriptions and extremely skewed sizes of collections.
Introduction
Despite the obvious utility and necessity of using large general web search engines for navigating the internet, a large part of the web cannot be reached by these. The so-called hidden or deep web, is not easily accessible to web crawlers [19] , and hence a large amount of content cannot be included in the web search indices. Usually these pages are dynamic and only accessible through a specific search engine. Distributed information retrieval, also called federated search, provides a solution to this problem. The queries are directly issued to search interfaces of collections so that crawling of these collections is not needed anymore. In this paper we focus on one specific task in federated search: resource selection, which aims at selecting suitable collections to forward a specific query to.
A large amount of research has been done in the field of federated search. However, an appropriate dataset reflecting a realistic web environment remained absent until recently. As a result, many proposed resource selection methods have been evaluated on distributed collections that were artificially composed by dividing TREC collections [22] , according to several criteria (like topic or source). These test collections are very different from real search engines we find on the web, which have different retrieval methods, skewed sizes and heterogeneous content types (images, text, video etc). In addition, some of the proposed methods for resource selection make strong assumptions that may not hold on the web. For example, some of the proposed 'big document models' assume that all resources use a certain ranking method, while the 'small document models' are built on the idea that we are able to obtain a good ranking on a centralized sample index. As a result, it is not clear to what extent the proposed resource selection methods are suited for the web.
In this paper we use a newly released dataset presented in Nguyen et al. [16] . The dataset contains result pages from 108 actual web search engines, ranging from large general web search engines such as Google, Bing and Yahoo to small domain-specific engines.
We propose a new method for the estimation of collection sizes, based on samples obtained by querybased sampling, and assuming the ClueWeb09 web collection is a representative sample from the web. We also investigate the feasibility of web search without the use of general web search engines. For that, we compare an optimized federated search system based on smaller web search engines, with an optimized system using the large general web search engines. Finally, we present an empirical comparison of well-known resource selection methods, finding that they are not entirely suitable for this setting.
The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Then, the dataset is described. In section 4, we present experiments on size estimation. In section 5 several benchmarking experiments are presented. We conclude with a discussion and future work.
Related work
A federated search system presents three challenges: resource description, obtaining a representation of the resource, resource selection, selecting suitable collections for a query and resource merging, creating a single ranked list from the returned results [4] . In this section we will focus on relevant work related to resource selection. We will also briefly review research on estimating the size of collections.
Resource selection
During the resource selection step, the broker selects a subset of the collections to send the query to. Several approaches have been explored for the resource selection problem. One line of research involves the big document models. These models represent each collection as one big document. Standard retrieval methods (or adaptations of them) are used to rank the big documents (collections) for a query. Examples are CORI [5] , which uses a modified version of INQUERY, and language modeling approaches [27, 28] . Losing the document boundaries has several disadvantages. For example, the contents of the big document can be dominated by a few large documents.
To retain the document boundaries, small document models have been proposed. These have been found to be more effective than big document models. A query is issued on a centralized index of the document samples. The proposed methods vary in how the ranking or scores are used to select the collections. ReDDE [25] and CRCS [21] use the ranking of the documents in the sample index and a scaling factor to handle the varying sizes of collections. Contrary to ReDDE, the weight of a document in CRCS depends on the rank, while ReDDE uses only a cut off. GAVG [20] uses the score of the documents instead of the ranking, by calculating the geometric mean of the query likelihood of the top documents for each collection. These methods assume that the system is able to obtain a good ranking on a centralized sample index. However, when having multiple media types (e.g. images and text), this assumption may not hold.
Recently, methods have been proposed that frame the collection selection problem as a classification problem (e.g. [1] , [13] and [14] ). The main benefit of this approach is the ability to easily add different types of evidence for prediction and not only rely on content-based methods. For example, Arguello et al. [1] used logistic regression models and explored corpus features (such as CORI and ReDDE), query category features and click-through features. Hong et al. [13] also used logistic classification models, but added a term to account for the similarity between resources. This was motivated by the idea that a resource tends to be more relevant when similar resources have a high probability of being relevant.
Craswell et al. [8] experimented with resource selection for the web. To simulate a web environment where search engines have different retrieval algorithms, resources used different retrieval methods such as BM25 and Boolean ranking. Hawking and Thomas [11] evaluated resource selection methods in the GOV domain and proposed a hybrid approach combining distributed and central IR techniques. Although the work just discussed used actual web pages, the collections were relatively small compared to collections found on the web. For example, the largest collections were around 20 thousand documents [11] , or a couple of thousand [8] .
Size estimation
Many of the resource selection methods incorporate the size of a collection in their scoring method. However, when dealing with uncooperative resources, the actual size is not known and has to be estimated using the obtained samples. Methods to estimate the size of a collection assume random samples. Unfortunately, the samples from query based sampling are often not random, resulting in additional noise or challenges when estimating the size.
The Capture-Recapture [15] method uses the overlap of documents from two random samples to estimate the size, while Capture History [24] looks at overlapping documents when having a consecutive number of random samples. Sample -Resample [25] relies on document frequencies. Since many uncooperative resources do not provide (accurate) document frequencies, this method is often not suitable. Broder et al. [3] proposed two approaches to estimate the corpus size via query pools. The first relies on a uniform random sample of documents. The second approach is more practical and uses two (fairly) uncorrelated query pools and is related to the Capture-Recapture method.
Dataset description
In this section we briefly summarize the test collection presented in Nguyen et al. [16] .
Motivation
The dataset was developed to reflect a realistic web environment, and designed to have the following properties: heterogeneous content, skewed sizes and relevance distributions, different retrieval algorithms and overlapping documents.
Search engines
The dataset contains 108 search engines, with a large variation in size and topic (e.g. sport, general web, news, academic, etc.). The dataset contains general web search engines such as Google and Bing, as well as smaller search engines focusing on a single domain or topic (for example arXiv.org, Photobucket, Starbucks and TechRepublic).
Sampling
Using query based sampling, samples were collected to inform the resource selection methods. The snippets as well as the documents of the search results were stored. Three methods were used to select queries for sampling: Random, Top, and Zipf. Random selects single terms randomly from the documents sampled so far. Top uses the most popular queries from a web search engine's query log [18] . Zipf uses single term queries taken evenly from the binned term distribution in ClueWeb09. For each query, the top 10 results from each engine were retrieved. Sampling was done by collecting the snippets of 197 queries and downloading the actual documents of the first 40 queries.
Topics
For testing, the dataset contains results of the search engines for the 50 topics of TREC Web Track 2010. These queries were developed to represent web search queries and are therefore very short. In addition, they were used to evaluate the Web Track diversity track and therefore many of them are ambiguous.
Relevance judgements
For the set of test queries, the relevance judgements for the top 10 results of each search engine were collected. Because many of the topics are ambiguous, annotators were instructed to judge according to the general information need indicated in the TREC Web Track 2010 full topic specification. For example for the query titan the general information need is Find information on the Nissan Titan truck. For the experiments in this paper, we use the relevance judgements based on the pages, but snippet judgments were collected as well. Six levels of page relevance were used, denoted in increasing order of relevance as Junk, Non, Rel, HRel, Key, and Nav, corresponding with the relevance levels from the Web TREC 2010 ad-hoc task [6] . For our analysis, we merged the Junk results into the Non category. For most of the experiments in this paper, a binary relevance is used where pages are considered relevant when scored on average better than Rel.
Size estimation
Estimating the size of a collection is a key step in many resource selection methods. In this section we discuss the used methods.
In the next section we analyze the effect of the size estimation methods on resource selection. Note that the ratio of sizes among the collections is more important for resource selection experiments, than absolute numbers. We will reuse the samples obtained from query based sampling (to inform resource selection) to estimate the collection sizes. We explore two different methods to estimate the size of a collection. The first method involves a reference corpus (in our case ClueWeb09), the second method makes use of the number of overlapping documents in the samples.
Methods
ClueWeb I Our first method is built on the intuition to scale document frequencies using a reference corpus. We will use the ClueWeb09 dataset that represents a crawl of the web. For each query q ∈ Q obtained using query based sampling, we calculate the size by dividing the number of results by its ClueWeb document frequency df q,Clueweb and scaling by the total ClueWeb size |C Clueweb |. We then take the average of all queries to estimate the sizeN i of collection C i .
The method is limited by the maximum number of results that is collected for the sample queries. Here, at most 10 results were collected per query, giving a maximum estimate of 10 times the ClueWeb size. However, a big advantage is that this maximum estimate is independent of the number of queries. The choice of reference corpus is important though, and choosing the ClueWeb09 dataset will estimate large sizes for collections that do well on most terms (have a broad coverage, just as the web). Very specific collections that only return results for a couple of queries, but are in fact very large, will have a low estimate using this method. This method is not robust against resources that always return the maximum number of results (regardless whether the results match the query or not), since it will then incorrectly give a very high estimate.
ClueWeb II The method using ClueWeb09 gives low estimates for very frequent terms such as the due to the limited number of results for each sample query (maximum of 10). Therefore, we also explore a variant, that discards sample queries for which a resource returned 10 results (the maximum number) while the ClueWeb09 corpus has a higher document frequency for that term.
QueryPools Our second method is based on query pools and a modification of the method used by Broder et al. [3] . We divide the queries randomly into two sets to create two uncorrelated sets of queries (A and B), and use the document overlap |D AB | to estimate the size using |DA||DB| |DAB | [15] . This method has two limitations. First, if there is no document overlap, the result is not well defined. In our estimates, we then take |D AB | to be 1. Second, the actual estimate is limited by the number of samples. When taking the minimum value of |D AB | to be 1, the maximum value is |D A ||D B |. For example, to get an estimate of 600 mln, |D A | and |D B | should be 24.60 mln (assuming no overlap), an infeasible amount of samples.
Analysis
The ClueWeb method uses an external resource to estimate the size, while the QueryPools method uses the overlapping documents. The size distributions of the methods are plotted in Figure 1 and examples of estimated sizes are presented in Table 1 . We find a very skewed size distribution using all methods. Because these search engines are real search engines on the web, their size is unknown. However, the results do suggest that the sizes are extremely skewed, much more than in previous test collections for federated search. Note that the exact size estimates differ by orders of magnitude when comparing both methods, with the ClueWeb method giving much higher estimates. The reason of this was outlined in the previous section.
ClueWeb I -Zipf
ClueWeb 
Resource Selection
We first outline the experimental setup. Then, we demonstrate the potential of a federated search system using the resource selection task. Next, we test the performance of well known resource selection methods on this dataset and discuss the results.
Experimental setup
Task For a given query q, the goal of resource selection is to select the top k best suited resources to search.
Evaluation We evaluate our methods using two metrics.
recall@k (also used by [25, 26, 21] ) is the proportion of relevant documents in the top k collections of the resulting ranking Ω compared to the top k collections of the optimal ranking O (in this paper k is usually 5):
precision@(10×k) Note that with the recall metric relevant documents returned by multiple collections are counted as relevant multiple times. To account for overlapping documents, we report the precision@(10×k), by assuming that each resource returns 10 results and calculating the precision after merging the results. By using the above cutoff, we overcome the problem of resource merging, we simply aggregate all results for the top k collections. Duplicate documents are only counted once (all others are considered irrelevant). This is similar to the evaluation method used by Shokouhi and Zobel [23] , however they did use a resource merging method.
URL normalization Whether documents returned by different resources are in fact the same, is decided based on their URLs. Therefore, URLs were first normalized to a standard form, by deleting added strings such as search engine specific additions and query terms.
Binary relevance The page judgements were done on a six point scale. However, in this paper we will use binary relevance to evaluate the resource selection task. We have listed the proportions of page relevance categories in the annotations (without normalizing the URLs) in Table 2 . Unless specified otherwise, we will consider a page to be relevant when on average it was ranked higher than Rel. We also sometimes use the very strict criterion higher than Hrel, such that less than 3 percent of the results is considered relevant. For each query, an oracle ranking for both resource sets was created based on the number of relevant documents. The recall is calculated by dividing by the optimal ranking with all search engines included. Results can be found in Table 3 . Note that when evaluating at k = 5 we also select the most optimal resources for the WSE's (according to the number of relevant documents).
We find that for the recall metric the run using only general web search engines (WSE's) achieves higher performance, indicating that this system is able to achieve a higher total number of relevant documents. However, when we use the precision metric, which does take the unique number of results into account, the run without general web search engines performs better. We find that the WSE's return a lot of duplicate relevant documents. Figure 2 shows a plot with the difference for precision per topic between the two sets. A positive value indicates that the oracle ranking using only WSE's performed better. for ambiguous versus faceted queries. We find that the WSE's do especially well on faceted queries. The oracle system using the other search engines does well on ambiguous queries when looking at recall, because in an oracle ranking the resources with the correct sense are ranked high.
An example query for which the oracle ranking using non-WSE's achieved better performance is the highly ambiguous query avp ('Find information about events sponsored by AVP, the Association of Volleyball Professionals.'). The top 5 of resources for this query are Myspace, WordPress, ESPN, Metacafe and Encyclopedia Britannica. An example of a query for which the oracle ranking using only WSE's was much better is president of the united states ('Find information about the office of President of the United States.'). The top 5 resources for this query are Gigablast, Ask, Yahoo, Mamma.com and Bing, all WSE's.
Next, we use a more strict criterion of relevance. We only consider pages to be relevant when they are on average judged higher than HRel. The results can be found in Table 4 . Note that the average precision values are low, because the queries are highly ambiguous and we use a very strict criterion. We now observe that the general web search engines perform much better. For example, a system without general web search engines might miss a lot of relevant pages for navigational queries. Also, most of the test queries are general requests for information, hence better suited for the WSE's, as becomes clear further on. When we use a less strict criterion of relevance (Table 5) , we find the difference in precision between the oracles with WSE's and non-WSE's even bigger. Thus, the non-WSE's could be an alternative to WSE's when taking a normal criterion on relevance. However, when the goal is to deliver high relevant results for example to answer navigational queries, the WSE's are still better suited. 
Only

Resource selection experiments
As demonstrated before, an optimal resource selection system can be very powerful and a possible alternative to the general web search engines. We now test several well known resource selection methods for this task.
Preprocessing
Snippets were indexed using the text from the URL, title, and summary. The pages were indexed using the URL and text extracted from the document. Only text was extracted from HTML pages and PDF files. Some of the collections returned media files such as images (jpg, png, gif, svg) and sounds (ogg), for these files only the URL could be used for indexing. Terrier [17] was used for the retrieval experiments. No stopwords were removed, and words were stemmed using the Porter stemmer.
Baselines
We compare with the following baselines.
• Popular selects the top 5 most popular search engines in the US: Google, Bing, Yahoo, AOL and Ask [7] .
• Size Based 1 (SB1) ranks only those collections on size, that match at least one query term.
• Size Based 2 (SB2) ranks all collections on size, resulting in the same ranking for each query.
Big document models
CORI is a big document model ( [5] , [4] ) and an adaptation of the INQUERY method. Collections are represented by their terms and document frequencies and scored using:
where |C| is the number of collections, df w,i is the number of documents in C i containing query term w, cw i is the number of indexing terms in C i , avg cw is the average number of indexing terms in each collection and cf q is the number of collections containing query term w. The free parameter b is usually set to 0.4. We set it using cross fold validation. Collections are ranked by summing the beliefs of P (w|C i ).
LM [27] . A big document is created for each collection, and using language modeling with JelinekMercer smoothing the collections are ranked. G is the global language model by collapsing together all documents of all collections. λ is set using cross fold validation.
Small document models
ReDDE (Relevant Document Distribution Estimation method) [25] estimates the number of relevant documents using the following equation:
Where |C i | is the estimated size of collection i, and |S i | is the number of samples for collection i. A query is issued to the sample index, the rank of a document d is then referred to as sampleRank(d). ReDDE then estimates centralRank(d), the rank of the document in the complete centralized index. A fixed probability k is then assigned to the top ranked documents in the centralized index (in our experiments k = 1).
The ratio is usually set within a range of 0.002 to 0.005. We set it using cross validation. The centralized rank is estimated as follows:
| is the size of the collection of document d ′ .
GAVG [20] scores a collection C i using the geometric average query likelihood from C i 's top k documents. The query likelihood is calculated using Dirichlet smoothing. The smoothing parameter and k are determined using cross validation. If a collection has ranked less than k documents for the given query, the minimum query likelihood score is used for the missing documents.
CRCS (Central rank based collection selection) [21] scores a collection according to:
with |C i | the estimated size of collection C i , |C max | the size of the largest collection and |S i | the size of the sample. R(d) is nonzero when document d is ranked in the top k documents of the sample index. In contrary to ReDDE, the relevance of a document R(d) depends on its sampleRank(d). Note that the sampleRank(d) is the same as used in ReDDE. Two variations are proposed to calculate R(d).
The parameters k, α and β are set using cross fold validation. Preliminary experiments showed no significant difference between the linear and exponential version, therefore we have only used the linear version in our final experiments.
Results
In the following paragraphs, we will give the results for the measures and experiments introduced in Section 4 and 5.
Size
The results are presented in Figure 3 . We find that methods that explicitly take the size of the collection into account achieve a much higher performance. Even a simple baseline, where all resources that match at least one of the query terms are ranked on size (SB1), achieves a high performance compared to the other methods. There are several possible explanations. The queries might be biased towards larger collections, the resource selection methods might not be suitable for this setting and/or the samplings are not sufficient. We analyze this further in the next section. 
Methods comparison
In addition we can make the following observations: First, small document models perform better than big document models, for example when comparing GAVG with CORI and LM. Second, from the big document models, CORI is consistently better than LM. Third, ReDDE is consistently better than CRCS. Fourth, for methods that take size into account, sampling using pages achieves higher performance. For the other methods, the results between the different sampling methods are mixed.
Performance on non-WSE's An additional analysis was done by filtering out the 10 general web search engines from the results. For all methods, performance decreased. However, we found the same observations as just outlined with the results containing all search engines.
Baselines
The results for the baselines (see Section 5.3.2) that do not depend on the sampling are presented in Table 6 . First, we find that always selecting the 5 major search engines results in a relatively high performance. This confirms that the queries from the Web track are highly biased towards a general web search scenario. In addition, a simple ranking based only on size (using the ClueWeb Zipf method) also performs well (indicated as Size Based 2). Using only Google, the average recall is 0.574 and the precision is 0.392 for the top 10 results.
Baseline
Recall at 5 Precision at 5 Popular 0.646 0.2144 Size Based 2 0.477 0.1588 Table 6 : Baseline results -Better than Rel
Overall, the performance of the resource selection methods in combination with the used query samplings is relatively low. In the next section we analyze the effect of size and the limited samplings in more depth.
Discussion
Importance of size
We found that the ranking methods that incorporate size perform relatively well. In this section we provide further analyses on the effect of size. First we ask:
To what extent do the resource selection methods correlate with a size based ranking?
We calculate the correlations between the ranking of the resource selection methods and a sized based ranking (Table 7) using Kendalls Tau. Because only a partial set of collections is ranked, we only calculate the correlation over the resources that are considered by the ranking method. We report the average correlation of a method by averaging across queries and sampling methods. We find that the methods that take size explicitly into account have a high correlation, while the other methods have a small negative correlation.
Method
τ Big document LM -0.085 CORI -0.017 GAVG -0.013 ReDDE 0.595 CRCS 0.487 Table 7 : Correlation with size based ranking
To illustrate why methods such as ReDDE have such a high correlation with size, we provide an example calculation of the scaling factor that is used: |Ci| |Si| . For a resource like Google, the ClueWeb method estimated a size of |C i | = 561, 965, 753. The sampling size for Zipf samples using pages was |S i | = 389, resulting in a scaling factor of 561,965,753/389 = 1,444,642. Compare this for example to Fox Sports, which gets a scaling factor of only 16,027/139 = 115. It is questionable whether such a high influence of size is desired.
Next, we investigate the following question:
How is performance influenced by the choice of size estimation method? Table 8 shows a comparison of the used methods by measuring the recall and precision at 5. Both methods perform similarly, although using top samples results in a low performance, probably because these queries are far from random. Table 9 shows the results using only non-WSE's. Table 9 : SB1 -Zipf pages sampling -non-WSE One striking observation of the results discussed above is that the size based rankings perform so well. We will now look closer into this observation and we ask:
When is a purely size based ranking effective, and when are more sophisticated resource selection methods effective?
We make the following hypothesis: on queries for which the ranking quality of the documents in the sample index is low (for example when the sample index has not enough samples matching the query), a ranking only based on size will perform better than resource sampling methods.
In our analysis we will analyze the SB1 ranking using size estimated by the ClueWeb size estimation method based on page-based Zipf sampling. We will compare with the other resource selection methods, using an index based on Zipf sampling pages.
We make pairs of the SB1 ranking with the other resource selection methods, and calculate the difference between recall@5. A positive difference indicates that the SB1 ranking performed better than the other method.
Next, we calculate the correlation between the difference and an estimate of the ranking quality for the queries. We use the Simplified Clarity Score (SCS) as proposed in He and Ounis [12] , which is based on query clarity [9] . He and Ounis [12] found a strong positive correlation between SCS and AP for short queries. A higher value for SCS therefore corresponds with a better ranking quality. SCS = Q P ml (w|Q)log 2 P ml (w|Q) P coll (w) with
Where qtf is the query term frequency, and ql is the query length. P coll (w) is the probability of term w in the collection. The found correlations are shown in Table 10 .
For every method, we find a low but consistently negative correlation. This shows that the SB1 method has a tendency to be more effective compared to other methods for queries where the ranking quality is (predicted to be) low. We therefore expect a possible future strategy for resource selection methods that have to deal with sparse samples is to back off to a size based ranking for queries that are considered difficult. In this section we analyze how performance is influenced by the amount of samplings.
How big is the ranking problem? How many resource match at least one of the query terms such that it is considered in the ranking? The results are presented in Table 11 (avg of total). On average, the number of resources to rank is around 50-60 out of 108, and using pages the number is consistently higher than using snippets.
How many resources are we missing?
Next we analyze how many resources we are not even considering for ranking because of the limited sampling. In particular, for each query we divide the number of relevant resources (a resource that has at least one relevant document) that match at least one of the query terms by the total number of relevant resources for that query. We then average across queries. Results are found in Table 11 (avg of relevant). For example, for a given query 60 resources are considered for ranking, but only 20 of them are relevant. If the total number of relevant resources is 50, it means that we only consider 20/50 = 0.4 of the relevant resources for ranking. We find that on average only 50-75% of the relevant resources are considered for ranking, indicating that many relevant resources are missed because of the limited samplings.
Varying the amount of samples Now, we are interested in how the amount of sampling influences performance. We vary the amount of sampling available, by taking proportions of the obtained snippet samples by randomly selecting 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 of the queries. Results are plotted in Figure 4 . We analyze the performance of two methods ReDDE and GAVG. We observe that ReDDE shows an increasing performance as more data is available. The trend with GAVG is more noisy, although the pattern still suggests an increasing line. Overall, we can conclude that the limited amount of sampling did have a large influence on the performance. We expect, and suggest for future work, that more samplings are desirable for this setting.
Dataset robustness
We will use the experiments from the previous section to assess the robustness of the test collection for research in resource selection for federated search. We will experiment with two measures, the Cronbach 
Cronbach Alpha
The Cronbach Alpha is a coefficient for measuring the reliability of tests. Recently it has been used to measure the reliability of IR datasets (e.g. [2] , [10] ). The coefficient gives an indication to what degree the questions test a single construct. The coefficient will be high, when there is a high correlation between the queries as well as with the end score (for example MAP or average recall@5). The coefficient is calculated as follows:α
Where k is the number of queries,σ 2 i is the estimated variance for query i andσ 2 x is the estimated variance of the total scores. The test is simple to calculate, but it does not take into account individual variance of items. The test requires as input existing runs, we use the runs performed for our empirical comparison of the resource selection methods and use as scores the recall@5. We find a value of 0.98, which indicates a very high degree of reliability.
Subset topics
Next we analyze how many topics are needed to obtain a good ranking of the systems. We select random subsets from the topics, starting at size 5 and increasing with step size 5 to the full set of topics. For each subset size, we take multiple random samples (10) to calculate an average based on recall at 5. We calculate the correlation using Kendalls Tau between the ranking obtained on the subset with the ranking using the full dataset. The found correlations are shown in Figure 5 . 
Conclusions
A dataset for federated search on the web, reflecting a real web environment, has long been absent. Recently, a new test collection was released [16] , containing the results from more than a hundred real search engines, ranging from large general web search engines such as Google and Bing, to small domainspecific engines. In this paper analyses and experiments on resource selection were presented using this new dataset.
We demonstrated that federated search has a lot of potential. Without the large general web search engines, an optimal resource selection algorithm would be able to achieve comparable or better performance when looking at the unique number of relevant results. However, general web search engines are still useful for delivering highly relevant pages for example to answer navigational queries.
We experimented with several methods to estimate the size of uncooperative resources on the web. We used a method based on the number of overlapping documents and also introduced a method that uses an external reference corpus (ClueWeb09) to estimate the sizes. The sizes were found to be very effective for the resource selection methods.
Existing resource selection methods were found not to be readily suitable for the web setting. We found that due to the extremely skewed size distribution of the dataset, the size of the collections had an enormous influence on the performance. Resource selection methods that take the estimated size of a collection into account performed well compared to methods that do not include size in their ranking. Also, methods that take the size of a collection into account correlate highly with just a size based ranking. We found that size based rankings tend to be effective compared to more sophisticated methods when the (predicted) ranking quality in the sample index is low.
We suggest several future research directions for resource selection for the web. First, is the large influence of size in current resource selection methods desirable when the sizes are extremely skewed? Second, more research on size estimation is encouraged, especially in combination with query based sampling methods. And third, how to handle sparse resource descriptions and how many samples are desirable? Results suggest that sampling more documents is desirable for obtaining a more complete sample based index and the typical number of 300-500 documents is not sufficient for this setting to obtain a high performance.
